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A Classroom Snapshot
Change is inevitable. It is healthy. It is necessary. In the light of this
universal truth, we are continually changing our curriculum to be
current, relevant and inclusive. However, often we fail to
communicate what happens in our classrooms. This article is an
attempt to provide you with a rare glimpse into our Grades 6 and
7 classrooms – that place where the boys spend the greater part
of their days.
In Grade 6, Nancy Kline’s statement that "Diversity is a thinking
enhancer, because it frees the mind of limiting assumptions ..."
has been the inspiration for making quite a few changes to our
English curriculum.
The first-term reader is Out of my Mind, in which the protagonist
is a super-smart girl with cerebral palsy. We discussed some of the
perceptions and challenges that children with disabilities or
learning difficulties have to overcome, at the hand of this
beautifully written novel, a newspaper article and the poignant
poem, Mongul. Boys researched related topics and will be doing
their oral presentations next week. It was heart-warming to listen
to boys sharing stories of their own challenges, that of
family and friends, and to see how their classmates responded
with a new-found understanding and kindness.

Their essays were heartfelt, meaningful and authentic,
acknowledging others’ viewpoints, as well as their responsibility as
solutionaries for a better tomorrow.
This is the first of many glimpses. We aim to use this platform to
share what happens in our classrooms – a place where our boys
learn to think for themselves and where they discover a world
outside of themselves.
NANNA VAN ZYL & RYAN GEDDES

Easter Egg Collection
Every Easter, we collect eggs for underprivileged children around
our city. These are distributed to a number of children’s homes
and hospitals. There has always been a generous response to this
appeal from our school family, and we have had heart-warming
feedback from the recipients.
We would be extremely grateful if your sons could bring small
Easter eggs (small enough for easy distribution – the marshmallow
eggs are probably best) to their class teachers on the Newlands
Road Campus, or to DJ at the Eden Road Office by Wednesday, 13
March. It seems an appropriate way to share our joy at Easter.

In Grade 7, the first-term reader was Strollers. The protagonist in
this story is a boy who leaves his poverty-stricken, tension-filled
home on the Cape Flats for the seeming freedom of life on the
streets. This novel engages with many topical issues that our
children face today, regardless of their socio-economic status. It
was incredible to see the WPPS boys discovering the similarities
between themselves and the main character, despite the vast and
obvious differences.
Through the project-based learning programme, the boys have
been on three awe-inspiring outings, that explored the theme
Where we Live. The discussion on land dispossession, from the top
of Table Mountain, gave the boys a concrete understanding of
how perception can change, depending on one’s view, and how
the various areas had been formed during the apartheid era. The
second excursion zoomed in on Langa, where once again, many
pre-conceived perceptions and expectations were challenged. The
most frequent comments after their return noted the joy, pride,
friendliness and sense of community of the people of Langa.
Finally, boys visited and met with the young men at our partner
school, Zonnebloem. They prepared interview questions in order
to learn more about the differences and similarities of living in
advantaged and disadvantaged communities. The objective was to
gain a deeper understanding of the boys’ reality.
On their return to the classroom, our boys articulated their
experiences and feelings; they discovered that the key words were
perspective and empathy – not sympathy or guilt.

Positive Connections
Key Message Two - It’s not OK to be Hurtful to Others
At school we are focusing on understanding the scope of hurtful
behaviours and feelings. We are encouraging our boys to identify
a range of hurtful behaviours and recognise the emotional impact
of these behaviours on others.
Hurtful behaviour includes far more than the physical
altercations many people automatically think of. Boys need to
understand the vast array of behaviours that can be defined as
hurtful. Younger boys may refer to behaviours in terms of those
causing ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ hurt or behaviours that hurt our
bodies and hurt our feelings.
At home please encourage your boys to share their own
examples of hurtful situations. The main focus of sharing these
situations should be on examining feelings. This focus may
develop through having boys identify their own feelings or
having them explore feelings they think someone being hurt might
experience. Discussing feelings allows boys to develop and act
with empathy.
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CRICKET
This week brings an end to our inter-schools fixtures. Well done to
all the boys for their efforts and the manner in which they have
conducted themselves against all our rivals.
Next week will see a round of house matches taking place. The
juniors will be playing their matches on Monday, and the seniors
on Tuesday. This year sees a change in how the inter-house cricket
will be played. Their will be a further round of house matches in
the fourth term to allow all houses to play against each other. This
will be followed by a finals day to determine the overall winners.
The boys will certainly enjoy the opportunity to play against
everyone, and we encourage them to grow the spirit in their houses and enjoy the camaraderie that accompanies inter-house sport.
Their will also be a change in playing conditions that will hopefully
see more involvement from all the boys representing their houses.
Good luck to all the boys involved!
TENNIS
As the tennis season winds down, we look back at the previous
weeks' fixtures. The boys have had some tough opposition and
challenges to face as we have often been a few boys short. Well
done to all the boys for perserving and showing great
commitment. Each player has shown significant growth during
matches and practices. In the final week of tennis practice, the
boys are encouraged to organise challenges through Ms Saunders,
so that the teams can be formalised in the fourth term.
WATER POLO
Our water polo boys are currently in Johannesburg at the KEPS
festival. They will return on Sunday having played nine games over
the weekend.

Grades 3 to 7 Tuckshop Order Term 2
The online tuck shop order form for Term 2 is now available. The
last day for submission is Sunday, 17 March 2019. Please use the
following link to access the form http://bit.ly/tuck22019

SWIMMING
On Friday, we had our annual inter-house swimming event. There
was a wonderful atmosphere and some very exciting races. Well
done to all the boys who took part and, in particular to de Villiers
who won the event, and the ever cheerful Stansbury for taking the
spirit cup - again.
With that said, all the boys gave of their best, enjoyed the
competition and behaved well. Well done to the U9 boys, who
swam in their first inter-house.
On a separate note, Luca Williams finished his first mile open
water swim (The Bridge House Mile) at the Boschendal Estate,
York Dam. Well done, Luca!

Music Workshops
These intimate concerts take place next week in the Frances
Crowson Recital Room starting at 14:20 each day:
Monday, 11 March
Grade 7
Tuesday, 12 March
Grade 4
Wednesday, 13 March Grade 6
Thursday, 14 March
Grade 5
The list of boys who are taking part can be found on the school's
App.
Due to so many boys performing, we will be splitting the Grades 5
and 7 workshops into two venues. All boys will first meet in the
Francis Crowsen Recital Room and then, after the marimbas have
performed, the brass and woodwind students will go up to the hall
to perform there. Wind boys playing another instrument will first
perform in the Recital Room and then move up to the hall.
Many boys will be taking part in the workshops, but not all boys
will perform this term. Music teachers arrange the performances
with boys when they have a piece ready.

Senior Wind Band performing in Assembly on Monday
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Grade 1 STEAM
This week the boys listened to the Billy Goat Gruff story. They
were given a farm animal, sucker sticks, wooden pegs and pipe
cleaners. They had to construct their own bridge with the pegs
and sucker sticks that had to support their farm animal and decorate their scene with the colourful pipe cleaners. It was amazing to
see how many different designs they came up with.

Joseph Oelz took part in the SA Regionals in Johannesburg. He won two of the three races and came first overall in the Junior Max. Congratulations, Joey!
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Team Kwezi Surprise WPPS

The Newlands Road boys were recently surprised by team Kwezi in
the Stansbury Hall. Loyiso Mkhize and his team are the creators of
Kwezi, a locally inspired comic book and one of South Africa’s first
Superhero stories. The team spoke to the boys about the inspiration behind their work, the process they follow, and how the boys
could create their own unique superhero stories.
The publishers of Kwezi, have kindly offered our boys a discounted
rate on all four of their Kwezi comic books in the series. Team
Kwezi have also agreed to sign every purchased copy. If you are
interested in buying any of the comic books, please see the leaflet
below.

Thought for the Week
“When you judge another, you don’t define them, you define
yourself.”
American self-help author Wayne W. Dyer (1940-2015)
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Grade 1B Learning
about
Capillary Action

Grade 1B Pick n
Pay Outing
The Grade 1s visited the butchery, bakery and fish shop at Pick n
Pay. They earned how they make sausage, burgers and rolls and
how to clean a fish. There was loots of ewwws and yucks, but fun
at the same time
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Grades 4 to 7 Drawing

Thomas Malan

Benjamin Koch

Oliver Badenhorst

William Reid
Rahil Dullabh
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Eden Road Sports Day
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Grades 3 to 7 Inter-House Gala
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